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1. This report represents a first atternpt to analyse the state
of agriculture revenue at community Ievel. It is particularly
concerned with getting a more precise idea of the complex and changeable
realities of the agricultural sectors.
Agriculture in the enlarged Comnunity involves more than 10
million working people, that is to say LO.5% of the total work-force.
It makes use of almost lOO rnillion hectares, or, in other terms,
approximately g of the total area of land (Table OO).
The particular characteristio of agriculture in the Community is its
extreme diversity, for it is made up ofl a multitude of small enterprises;
there are, in fact, more than 6 rnillion agricultural holdings, 4 million
of these representing the main job of the person in charge of them,
that is to sdyr his basic source of income.
2. Agricultural revenue is oneof the most difficult subjects to
understand and to analys€, for it is dependent on the complex interplay
of numerous factors, which involve variables and dissimilar aspects both
in space and time: natural factors, structuraL factors, human factors, etc,..
fn addltion to this, it is in the sphere of agricultural revenue that
statistical infonnation is most seriously deficlent.
In the courae of r€cent yFat6 efforts'have beeD nade to inprove
the infomation available on agricultural revenue. The sork that has
been carried out on thls subject, as much at comunlty 1evel aa tlthin
each nember-state, permits us, here and now to t alce the firststep tOnarclg a better
3.
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knowledge of agricultural revenue.
The network of Account able Agricultural Inf otmat ion of the E . .E . C . t
in particular, has been able to fill some of the gaps in our
knowledge, although in its present state of development the data that
it provides is far from being either exact or complete. In this
report we will be referriqg urost particularly to the first analysable
results from the above network in order to describe the state of the
revenue of the Six. These sets of data will finally be completed
for the three n9w member-states with statistical infotmation from the
national networks which bave as far as possible been brought into line
with the data relating to the community as a whole.
We will, moreover, make considerable use of the generally
available statistical data, and more particularly of the statisticaL
data published by the Statistical Office of the Buropean Communities
for the six original member-states, notably the results of the
Community Enquiry of 1966-1967 into the stnrcture of agriculturaL
holdings.
I^lhere eommunity statistics ane not available, we will refer to
national stati,stics, particularly with regard to the three new member
states.
Revenue in the agricultural sector will be studied both from
a macro-economic and a micro-economic angle. The macro-economLc
approach will enable us to deterrnine as aggregates the present levels
of agricultural revenue and also to compane then wlth those that have
been established in other economic sectors; as for the micro-econonic
approach, it will cast light on the differences existing wlthln the
agricultural sector itself , tt the level of the individuil holdings.
These two approaches meet and become oneat the regional level..
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4. Ihowledge of the revenue coming from agricultural activity'i-s not,
however, of itself, a sufficient basis for us to appreciate fully the
economic situation of those who work in agriculture and even less their
standard of living.
To do this we have to take into account many other equally
important aspects, such as incone coming from activities outside of
agriculture, the redistribution of tncome effeeted by the bias of
national insurance benefits, by taxation and the question of private
incomes etc. Finally it is equally necessary to take into account
certain aspects which very often cannot in any way be quantified, such
as the advantages and obligations which are part and pareel of the
particular framework within which agricultural work is carried out, as
well as the way of life of the agricultural workers themsel"ves.
S. This report on the agricultural revenue of the enlarged community
has been preceded by two other reports by the Council Commission,
relating to the Six:
the Lg72 report on the agricultural situation and agrlculturaL
markets in the European Economic community (coM( 72\9oo eompleted
L2 Septemb er I)'12) .
the report on the results for 1968-1969 and 1970 from the Network
of Accountable Agricultural Information of the European Economic
Community. (SEC (72> 28OO conpleted 26 September L972)
It preceerl"s by several r+eeks the proposals of apgicultural prices
for the .year t97j/I974,
6.
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T. AGRICULTURAL REVENUE AT COMMUNITY LEVEL
The community has chosen revenue from work (labour income) as ttre
standard of reference for the orientation of the common agricultural
policy. There is not, however, a macro- economic concept which
corresponds exactly to this idea; it is therefore necessary to make
use of a concept which , dt this level, best ref lects revenue f rom \ryorl:,
or at least approaches it as closely as possible.
Net value added per Y.W.U. (Year lttork Unit) or per person worlting in i,griculture
The concept of net value added at factor cost seems to be the
rnost adequate criterion; it corresponds to the remuneration of labour as
well as of the two other factors of production (land and capital). From
an aggregate viewpoint there is a close correlation between net value
added and revenue from work; in fact, the rates of correlation betweerr these
two criteria are always greater than O.80. The coefficient of regressrion
is certainly variable according to the orientation of production, but lt
is generally between 60% and 8O% (table OI). The net value added at I'actor
cost is thus a suff iciefitly accurate guide to revenue when it is a
question of measuring development; it is, however, of limited use wherr it
comes to making comparisons between activities and sectors which brinE;
into operation factors of different quantity or proportion.
The comparability of the net value added per person working is,
moreover, somewhat invalidated by a not-negligible margin of error,
which results from differences of definition and of accuracy of
statistical data relating to the active agricultural population,
In order to reduce as much as possible the differences of definit:ion
on this matter, we will refer not to the number of persons working, butt
to the number of Year lVork Units(Y.W.U.). The term Year l{ork Unit
represents the work of one person for at least 28O days or 2138O hoursr
per year; persons working less than this are counted in terms of a
fraction of a Year Work Unit proportional to the time worked by them in
relation to 28O days or 2,380 hours. Despite this, the gaps in the
comparability of the macro-economic data for comparison of agriculturerl
revenue between agricultural and other sectors, and within the agricultural







Subject to the irnperfections of the available data, one can'
nevertheless, make a rough estimate that the net value added of agriculture
rose in 1-gT1- to some 2,8OO units of account (U.A.) per agricultural Y.W.U.
for the six original member states taken as a whole whilst at the same
date it reached some 3r600 U.A. per person involved in agriculture for
the three new member-states taken together (table 1Ol).
These mean data at community level come from clearly different
situations according to countryl one thus finds that there are two
principal groups of countries according to the level of value added per
Y.W.U. or per worker in agriculture, viz:
on the one hand a group of countries with a relatively high net value
added per Y.I'tI. U. or per worker, comprising :
the Netherlands and Belgiurn as well as the United Kingdom and Denmark,
with respectively 55OO, 44c0, 41OO and 39OO units of account per worker,
on the other hand a group of countries with a relatively low net value
added per Y,W.U. or per worker, comprising:
France, G€rmany, It41Y, and Luxemburg, along with Ireland, with
respectively 32OO, 26Cr0, 23OO, 21-OO and 2OOO u'a per worker'
11. These major differences between levels of value added per Y.W.U. or
per worker aecording to country derive from severar factors. rn the first
place, they come from differences of definition and of ways of calculation
of this criteri-on.
The net value added is increased by a greater or lesser amount according
to the method of estimating the rent of the house occupied by the fatmer,
according to the method of evaruating allowances in kind, and particularly'
by the personal consumption of farm produee by the farmers' families'
on this point it is known that personal consumption represents on
average b to 7% of the final agricultural production. The evaluation of
the latter by reference either to farm prices or to retail trade prices can
thus bring about a difference representing some 2 to 37"of the net value added of
aeFi culture'
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The concept of Y.V[.U., although it gets much closen--to the actu.al benef its
received by the agricultural worker and is more precise than the pet'-worker
concept, is, nonetheless not entirely re1iable.-
f2. But these are not the most fundan€ntal carses of the dlscr€patclc's
that bave been noted. Even if one r€lates net vdlue added to an evel'
nore reliable unlt of neasuTenent like "agrlcultural area used" expr4aSed
internsofhectares'onestlllnoticesverysigniflcantdiscr€pancl.|sbetween
countrles (tables 03 and 1O2)'
The6edlfferenceaofnetvalueaddedperY.w.Uorperwork€rnodoubt
algo deflve fron the vsriations of general econonic environfient ' of
structure, of agricultural potential, of technological 1evel' of rul:Lng
prlces, of terma of echange, of subeidies granted ' of quality of fafll-
nanagenent and go on. '. " "
The evolution of net value added per Y.llV.U. or per worker,
13. For the six original member-states as a whole net value added in
nominat terms per Y.W.U. has increased by an average of 8.b/o per year
between "1964" and"197o" I this increase corresponds to a growth, in real
terms , of 4 .4% per year.
For the same period, the growth recorded in the three new member-
states has been of a siurilar order, with respective f igures of 8.2% and, 3.O%.
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The evolution of the net value added in agrieulture per Y.lY.U in
real ter:ns during the period "1968 L97L" indicates a certain slowing
down in the case of several of the criginal and new member-states.
The rate of mean annual increase of net value added in real terms has,
in fact, been considerably reduced in the Netherl.ands and Ireland, and,
to a lesser extent in lta}y, Germany and the United Kingdom;
in contrast, a slight increase of this value has been recorded in France,





increase of the net value added in agriculture per Y'W''U' is,
the result of a strnrctural adjustment in the agricultural sector,
brought about the disappearance of a certain nunber of farms
value added per Y.W.U. was below the average'
Evolution of net valuc add.ed at f ac! eq csst per Y.W 1n iculture
rates of mean annual increase in
(*) The persons working in agriculture were considered for the
nent tlQmber-states,
(a) Rates carculated on a basis of average national rates weighted by the
number of agricultural Y.W.Uts so as to el.iminate the effect of
changes of exchange rates which took place during the period under
considerat ion.
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The evolution of_net value added per working person in the non-
agrigultural sectors.
In the non-agricultural sectors, during the period "LgO4 1gZO", slightly
higher rates of increase of net value added have been registered in
nominal and real terms per worker for the six original mamber states
(8.8% and 4.7% respectively). For the three new member states, a reverse
tendency is true (7% and 2.4%). There has also been obserryed in these
sectors a certain slowlng down of the growth of net value added per working
person in real terrns, during the last 3 years of this period.
ErrqluJi-on of nq! value ad-d.ed at faetor cost per workin rson in the non-.
agi-cultural sectors
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The progressive increase in net value added per worxing person in
nominal and real terms has been slightly slower in agriculture than in the
other sectors during the course of the period "1964 1970" in most of
the original and the new member states ( Gerrnany, France, Netherlands,
Luxemburg, Denmark and lreland). In a few states only the trend is the
opposite (Italy and the United Kingdom); Belgiurn, too, belongs to the
latter group, although in the case of this last country the trend has
been reversed in the course of the last three years
The differences of evolution recorded between countries are the result
of a complex aggregate of factors: the initial level of the value
added per working person, raised to a greater or lesser extent as a
function of general economic development, developments in the terrns of
exchange, developments, in structures and markets, but especial"Ly the
influence of inflation and of events in the world of finance.
For reasons already referred to ( $$ 7, 10, 11, LZ), a comparison
between the level of value added per Y.llI.U. and the value added in the
non-agricultural sectors per working person does not allow one to draw
definite conclusions as to the disparity of revenue from work between
sectors, and, within the same sector, between countries.
The rel-ative part of agriculture in the net national product (net value
added) per working person (tables 04 and 1O4) therefore cannot be used
as a valid indicator of the real disparity of revenue between agriculture
and the other sectors, particularly when one is considering the income
of families.
As an example of this one can cite agriculture in France, which, in L97O,
provided a net product per working person equivalent to about 45% of the
net product obtained by the workers in the non-agricultural. sectors, whilst
according to an inquiry by the rnstitute of statistics into conditions of
family life, consumption expressed in value per person in agricultural families
_r0_
at thst tlne reprcsented 73% of the co!_sunpt ion of non-agricultural
fanilies (table oE). An inqulry carrled out by the "statistlscbes E,undesant " .
into lncone and consumption of Gefnsn fanilies in 1969 thows that tbe
incone of agricultural farllies that year ln Ge rflany $ae 23% higber than
that of a1l fanilies taken together. (table 05 A). It is true that
agricultural fanilies are generally larger in number than other farrllies.
72% have 2 children or nore, I,heleas the figure ls only 36% for non-
sgricultural f anil i.es
18, From an analysis of the nacro-econonic data one can conclude tbat:
a) irnportant disprepancles in the leve1 of net value added per Y.w'U. or
per agricultural worker exist between the rnenber states. The signirllcance
of theee discr€pancies for the effective level of incone 
' 
and, further'
for the atandard of llvlng, is neverthelese difflcult to deterDine.
b) lf agricultural lncone ls generally lower than that obtained in the
other sectors of enploynent, although exact neasurenent of the discrepancies
is almoat inposaible wi.th the infotratlo[ *pre5€nt available' one can
neverthelesa establlsh that for the period "1964" - "1920" ttre gap
betveen agrlculture and the other gectors has tended to increase in the
nsjority of the nenber-8tates. It hag' however, lessened in Belgitnl'
Italy and the Unlted Kingdon.
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AGRICIJLTIJRAL REVENIJE AT REGIONAL LEVEL
For the purpose of an examination of agricultural revenue at
regional tevel we have referred to a concept of "gross domestic product"
(G.O.p.), a concept expressed by slightly different criteria according
to the country. Only macro-economic crite-ria are available for the
different reglons, and as well as this, they refer to slightly dlfferent
periods.
The macro-economic study of gross agricultural revenue at regional
level should be carried out with the same resenrations as expressed before.
Furtherrnore, the data available for each region cannot in any case be
comgared from countrY to countrY.
The present analysis will therefore limit itself to the larger
countries of the community, at Least to those which conprise several
large administrative regions and for which are available homogenous
statistics at national level, viz. Germany, France and Italy'
ftrithin the three countries under consideration one can notice an
important difference between the regions as far a the level of gross
revenue per agricultural worker is concerned. 'This difference is generally
in favour of the northern regions of these countries (map 1)' The
discrepancies recorded range from one to fivefold'




2T The CornmunitY has
agricultural worker is
very few regions in which gross revenue per
greater than that obtalned by non- agricultural workers '
The regional variation 5f gross agricultural revenue has proved to
be greater than that between non-agricuLturar activities at regional level '
(tables 06 to 08). The indicator chosen shows, in fact, a variation
several times greater in agriculture than that recorded outside of the
agricultural sector; the coefficient of variation is 52'2% in agriculture
in France and gg,s% in rtaly, although it is only LL% and L6% respectively
outside of the agricultural sector in these two countries '
lla
22. Between 1963 and I97O, the variation between regions seems to
have been slightly reduced or al least stayed the same as far ai5
gross revenue from outside of agriculture is concerned;whereas the
inter-regional variation of gross agricultural revenue seems to have
increased. The discrepancy between the three best-places and three
worst-places regions as far as agriculture is concerned has, in fact,
gone f rom 1 to 1,2B in France between 1,962 and 1967, and f rom I to
I,3l i in Italy between 1963 and L97O.
Iking peTsoxr accord.ing to regionsr
France ( to5?) and. f taly ( tqZo) .
-L2-
Relat ive posit ion of agriculture in relation tcl the other
sectors of the Econom;r in terms of product ivity per woF-






























Between 1962 and L967, gross agricultural revenue per worker
has increased in France by an average of 80% in te three regions best-
placed in L962, and by an average of only 4L% in the three regions worst-
p)-aced in 1-962, In ltaly, between 1963 and L97O, gross agricultural
revenue per worker went up by an. average of LI4% in the three regions
best placed in 1963, but by an average of only 73% in the three regions
worst placed in 1963.
The regions with the lowest revenue are often characterized by
unsatisfactory structures, by a significant proportion of land devoted
to the production of grass and by the importance of cattle and sheep-
farming. The most indifferent situations are found in those regions which
are basically composed of naturally unfavourable agricultural districtsr'
often mountainous and unsuitable for cultivation,
The regions with the highest revenue are, by contrast, those where
the conditions of agricultural production aLlow a wide range of choice and
which benefit from a generally very f,avourable economic environment.
Taking into account the macro-economic data clted above and the
micro-economic data which are anal,ysed in the following chapter, the
latter confirming, in general, the established regional differences,
it seems that the Mediterranean part and certain Atlantic regions of the
enlarged Community constitute two large unfavourable areas; by contrast
the North and North-East of the continent of Europe, in addition to the
South of Great Britain, benefit from a relatively good situation )
The regional disparities of revenue, insofar as they are evident in
the data relating to the regions under consideration, nevertheless hide
still deeper disparities when one turns to a smaller scale of regional
examination. As an example one can cite the mean index of revenue from
work per Y.W.U. between the 11 agrivultural regions of Belgium for the
years 1969,Lg7O,Lg7I. This varies from 65 to 133 (table 24)- The same
observations can be made for the Nethertands (table 25).
x
In conclusion, the discrepancies in
level of large regions emphasize the
the disparity of this revenue.
agricultural revenue considered at the
f indlngs at national" level as to
27.
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III. AGRICULTURAL REVENUE AT THE LEVEL OF INDIVIDUAL FARMS
98. Before proceeding to an examination of revenue at a micro-economic
Ievel, that is to say at the level of individual farms, w€ will
examine the breakdown of farrns in the enlarged Community according,
on the one hand, to land area, and on the other, to the orientation
of production (technico-economic orientation).
Farms (agricultural holdin ) according to area or orientation of
product ion.
The approximately 4 rnillion f,arrns whose principle source of income
is agriculture in the nine member-states can be dividedr by and
large, into four groups of equal numerical iurportance. A quarter
are of less than 5 hectares, a quarter of between 5 and 10
hectares, a quarter between 10 and 20 hectares and a quarter
more than ?O hectar€sr
Breakdown of farms in the enlarged cqrnrnu4{ for which agriculture
is the princi aL source of income according to agricuLtural land
used (A. L. U . ) (1gZO Estimates)
The breakdown of farms according to land area is, however, very
different according to country and, indeed, according to region'
In that respect the united Kingdom and, to a lesser degree, France'
seem to be in a privileged position in relation to the other member
states.

















Total 3.916. ooo 1OO, 0
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29. The size of a fann has a major influence on the level of
revenue. This influenee, however, is only exerted through the
types of production towards which the farrn is orientated.
A farm's orientation of production is, moreover, itself often
conditioned by its size (the smaller the farm, for example, the
more one tries to find a system of intensive production). The
orientation of production is, in addition, conditioned by other
factors which also have an effect on revenue, such as natural
conditions and the chance to make use of modern technology etc....
The study of revenue from work in agrieulture must therefore,
necessarily, right from the start, distinguish between farms
according to their orientation of production.
30. The deternination of orientatlon of production (technico-
economic orientation) within the framework of the present analysis
is consistent with the classification of farms used for the
presentation of the results of RICA. There is a rough dlvision
into fottr main areas of general orientation of production, viz
Orientation I: "Production from arable land" (General agrlculture
and Horticulture)
Orientation II: "Production from permanent cultivation" (Fruit-growing, vine
greiwing and olive growing)
Orientation III: "Production of herbivores" (Beef and dairy-f arming, sheep-
farming and goat-farming)
Orientation IV: "Production of granivores" (Pigs, poultry and small animals)
Each of these four general orientations has further subdivisions
according to certain particular orientations. Thus, for example, the
general orientation "Production from arable land" is subdivided into the
particular orientations "General Agriculture" (growing of cereals, b,e€t
crops, potatoes, oilseeds, etc).
31.
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and "Horticulture" (growing of vegetables and flowers); the
general orientation "granivores" is subdivided into the particular
orientations "pig"" and "poultry", etc.
Alongside farms which have a single orientation ( general
orientation= & of the standardized gross production of the farn),
one finds farms characterized by mixed orientation (a combination
of two or more general orientations of which at least one represents
between one third and two thirds of the standardized gross production
of the farm). Finally, there are a small number of farms of
diversified.orientation in which there is no general orientation
(that is to say that all general orientations represent less than
one third of the standardized gross production of the farm).
This classification has also been retained for the new member-
states The categories formed for these latter three are, however,
not exactly the same as those retained for the six original member
states, seeing that they have resulted from estimates and not from a
systematic evaluation of statistical or analysable data.
The breakdown according to orientation of production
of the approximately four million farms where the principal source
of income is farming, that were counted in L97O in the enlarged Comnunity
can be reckoned as follows, taking into account the main orientation
of the farrn.
17-
Breakdown of farms in the enlar community whose rincipal source
32.
of income is farming accordin-g to their dominant rinc ipal
orientation of production c19?O estinates)
More than half the farms 6f the enlarged Community are thus orien'l;ated
as their predominant activity towards the production of herbivores
(cattle, sheep and goats) whilst a quarter is orientated towards
agriculture proper and horticulture, and a fifth towards permanent
cult ivat ion.
In the appendix there is a more detailed breakdown of the farmrs
of the six original members according to orientation of production
indicating corresponding land-area and labour according to the
results of the community inquiry into the str"trcture of farms in
Lg66/Lg67 (table 09 to 11). There is also inforrnation of the
same type, but more recent, for the three new member states'
One notices, among other
towards"general agriculture"
opposite is the case for farms
things, that the farms orientated
use relativelY little labour; the
orientated towards "herbivores"


























Tot a1 3.955. O0o 100,0
- 
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Revenue from work (labour income) at the micro-economic leve1
33. At the rnicro-economic
much easier to grasp than
provided directly by farm
that one finds the results
fnformation of the E.E.C.
level, revenue from work offers data
at the macro-economic level, for it is
accounts, It is precisely this criterion
of the Network of Accountable Agricultural
(n.n.A.r.)
The revenue from work corresponds
work factor aIone, with deductions made
value added) from this remuneration of
production (1and and capital).
to the remuneration of the
(when one starts with net
the two other factors of
The remuneration from land owned directly by the farrner and
from the capital of the farm are determined conventionally in the
N.A.A.I. charts, In the case of land capital , we will refer to the
rateable va1ue, and interest of 5% is counted for the operating
capital.
The Community Network of Accountable Information has only been
working in the three new member-states since the lst January L973;
the data for the period before this relating to revenue from work
is therefore not directly available. We have had to turn to the
national accounts networks to approximately determine this revenue
as it has been def ined by the N.A.A.I
In order to achieve a certain level of comparison with the data
presented for the original member-states, the Services of the
Commission have adapted national resultsprecisely for the purposes
of thls report; but in spite of these attempts at harmonisation,
complete correlation of these results with those of N.A.A.I. is
not possible. Thus, notably in the case of the united Kingdon
it has been assumed that the remuneration from land-capital
corresponded to the rateable value; an interest-rate of 5% has
been retained for the operating capital'
-1 8a-
In the case of Denmark a standard rate of 3% has ircen applied for the
calculation of the return on land-capltal given the fact that
renting is rarely practlsed in this country and the relevant data do
not constitute a satisfactory reference. For operating capital
an interest rate of 5% has been applied, The presentation of
aceountable data from Ireland has not allowed ful1 harmonisation;
one can nevertheless considerthat the remuneration from land-
capital cdrresponds to the rateable value, but that operating





Revenue from work according to the orientation of production.
The first results from the Network of Accountable Agricultural
Information make it possible to distinguish, in the case of the six
original member-states, taking into account the orientations of
production and according to the level of revenue from work established
in "1969" and"LgTO ", three groups of farms (tables 15 and 15) vj-z:
farms orlentated towards general agriculture whose level of
revenue from work is relatively high, of the order of 4,OOO u.a.
per Y.W.U.
farms orientated toward herbivores (stock dependent on the soil),
partlcularly cattle, from which the level of revenue from work is
relatively low, of the order of 1'7OO u.a' per Y.W.U.
farms orientated towards prodrftion of a more speculative nature,
such as: horticulture, fruit growing and vine-growing on the one
hand, and granivores (stock independent of the soil) notably pigs
on the other hand. The revenue from work in these farms is at an inter-
medj.ate 1eve1, though noticeable variations have been recorded from
one year to another, for example, UP from lr9OO to 2,8OO u.a. per Y'W'U'
for vinegrowing and down from 3,OOO to 2,2@ u.a. per Y,W.U for
granivores
For England and Wales' (table IO8) and for Denmark (tab1e lOZ)
revenue f romwork per Y,w.u, is also the highest in those fanns orientated towardg
general agriculture, the figures being 3,5OO u'a' and 7,1OO u'a'
By contrast, in Ireland farms orientated towards product ion under
the heading "Herbivores- Arable land" achieve the highest nevenue per
Y.W.U , although taken overall, this is a nodest figure (2'OOO u a')
The saure is true in scotland and Northern freland for farms orientated
tovards production of "Herbivor€s- granlvor€s" (4,1oo and 2,600 u'a'
per Y.w.U. respectively) It is true that in the case of freland (table 11O)
and Northern Ireland(table 1O8) orientation towards "General agriculture"






The mean data relating to the aggregate of the six original
member-states and to the three new ones thus shows that farms
orientated towards general agriculture achieve a narkedly higher
level of revenue than those f ams orientated towards the product:Lon
of herbivores.
This general staternent does, however, need qualif ication, :for
the relationshipsbetween the established leveLs of revenue vary
considerably from one region to another.
36. The above assertions are based on totals of farms of diffen:nt
sizes for orientation was the onLy criterion of classification fr)r the
groups of f arms studied.
If, in referring to the data from the Netwr:rk of Accountabfu:
Information, one takes into consideration not only the orientatirrn of
production but the land-area (for example, if one sticks to farrnrs of
from 10 to 20 hectares, the area involved in most of the orienta'bions
of production considered) one can estabLish that the level of re'i/enue
from work per Y.W.U. in 1969 (table 14) was between lr3OO ui-.a,
(arable land) and 3,5OO u.a. (vine growing). Those farms carryi:ng
on the production of herbivores (cattle) achieved the following
figures for those particular surveys: 1r64O and 1r58O u.a./Y,W.U.
-2L-
3?. If one refers to a size of farm expressed not with regard to its
area but with respect to labour, which allows one to cover an even
larger range of farms (for example: from 2 to 3 Y.W.U., this size
representing t of the statistical sample of the N.A.A.I. (RIC"A))
in the six original member-states and for the years "1969" and
"lgZO" ( average for all the orientations of production tiken
together = 1OO) the following indices can be established.
farms orientated towards general agriculture, horticulture'
and vine-growing have achieved a relatively high level of revenue
f rom work per Y.W.U. ; they have, respectively, the following indices
zLO, 128, and L26,
at the other end of the scaler revenue from work per Y.W.U.
in f arms ori.entated partly towards production f rom permanent cuLtivation
("arable land permanent cultivation" "permanent cultivation
arable land"" permanent' cultivation herbivores"'r herbivores-
permanent cultivation") is at the lowest levelr 8r index of 8O:
farms orientated towards other types of production have
obtained a leve1 of revenue fron work per Y.w.U. of an intermediate leve1
(in the region of dndex 90).
The related figures for groups of farms corresponding to the
different orientations of production are similar when one refers to
a si-ze of from 1 to 2 Y.W.U.
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Revenue from work per Y.}'I.U. (1) accordinE to orientation of roduction of t.irose
farms for which the relevant fizures are available
"1969" and "1979"
38. The statistical data available for fanrs at the national level
for the six original member-states, by and large confirm the
differences particularly between "bovines" and "general agricultTlre"
(tables 22 to 25)
The differences of average levels of revenue from work per Y.W.U.
that have been established according to orientation of production
derive from a very different distribution of accountable farts
in respect of revenue achieved, as the graph that follows indicates.
In 1-970 the proportion of farms which achleved a level greater than 5,OOO
Y.w,U. is markedly higher in the "General Agriculture" group
(more than 3O%) and for horticulture (more than 2O%) than in the
"Herbivore" and "Granivore" groups (tess than LO%).
39.
tl. &
Technico-economic orientation (pre-dominant orientation) t'1959t'
'' 
1970! r
Arable land (without horticulture)
Under which headings general agriculture
Horbiculture ,rr
Permanent cultivation x
Under which head.ing: fnrit growing
vine g:rowing x
Herbivores (p"rticularly bovines)

















All orientations taken toEether 1.850 1.970
Source i N.A.A.T. (nf CA)
(t) Results weighted with regard to the number of farms within the scope of the
N.A.A.I. surveyr represented. by farms forwhich relevalt figures are avrrilable.
(*) fn the case of the technico-economic orientation marked. with an asterislc not a}l
classes of farmland were represented_.
.B' The figures above are concenied- only with a limited. field. of survey (tturt carrie
out d.uring the first three years that the N.A.A.I . firnctionecl).






Fizures avallab1e for farms of different classes of technico-economio
o_Ti_entatLo4 accor-dine.to..revenue from work per Y.tr{.Ui in the Comrmmily
Revenue frnm work per T.w.u. in lq70'
ffi w
< I.OOOUr&o I.OOO-2.OOOlfo&. a.OOO-r.OOOllr&r ,.OOO-b.OOO Or &o 4.OOO-5.0OOOr&. >5.OOO Ur8,r
r 0 ro
Sourae : li[. A. A.I . (nf Cl)
9O loo tr
CEE.F VI- l,z.,
4o^. The above graph takes into account the total statistical sample
of the N.A.A.I. for the year "1970". If one now refers to this sample
notin its Cntirety, but to the Leading fanrns (that quarter of the farrns
which, in each orientation of production, have obtained the best leveI
of revenue f rom work per Y.W.U. ) one can establish that for this group
of farus the relative levels of revenue from work per Y.W.U are as
follows (highest leve1 lOO)s
general agriculture : 100
horticulture : 85
permanent cultivation arable land a 79
vine growing ? 76
arable land herbivores ! T3
herbivores arable land z 65
fruit growing : 58
bovines | ,j
granivores herbivores s 53
herbivores granivores 3 51
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The relative firnr*es for revenue f rom work per Y.W.U. that have been
established for the total statistical sanrple are also confirmed at the
level of the best-managed f arms.
A comparison of levels of revenue from work per Y.W.U. obtained
in these leading farms shows particularly that the revenue from those
farms orientated towards herbivores (either as the principal or
predominant source of income) is a little more than half of that of
farms orientated towards general agriculture.
41, If one traces the development of revenue from work by orientation
of production one notices variations from one year to the next, due,
in particular, to the f luctuations of output (actual producti.on,
market price). These variations are particularly important in the
case of farms orientated towards vegetable production, and those
orientations of animal production subject to seasonal or cyclical
variat ion.
The data available at the national level for the period 1964-
1970 allows one to establish that there has been an increase of revenue
from work in all the orientations of production ( at current prices).
However, this increase varies according to orientation (tables 22 to 25).
Revenue f rom work and the size of f arms.
42. Within the group of farms that correspond to a given orientation
of production, one f :inds a dispersion of revenue. This is linked, f irst
of all, to the very nature of the product, but also, particularly, to
certain structural characteristics of the farms. For example, a
positive correlation can be established between the land-area of a farm
and the level of revenue from work per Y.W.U. this being the case
whatever orientation of production is being considered
In the case of general agriculture, for example, the revenue from
work per Y.W.U. has an index of 35 for farms of 5 to 10 hectares and
of L7O for farms of 50 hectares and over (average income of all sizes
taken as a whole =1OO). On the other hand, in the case of farms
orientated towards bovine production, the index goes from 70 for a
farm of 5 to 10 hectares to 115 for a fam of 50 hectares and over (tablel7).
41, The correlation between size and revenue fron work per Y.w.U. is even closer
when one refers not to a physical concept of size, but an econouic one'
like atandardized gross production (units of production).
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This latter concept not only takes into consideration the production of crops,
plants, vegetables etc. through the rnedium of the land, but also animal nroducts,
while taking livestock into account.
Number of Units of Production per farm accord'inA to
revenue from work, in the different classes of teeh-
nico-economic orient a.t i
For a given orientation of production, these are farms where one can see a high
prod,uction potential per farm (above table) and per Y.W.U. (taUte 19)' that is to
say a g:reater econornic size per worker, and which record" the best revenue from work.
The gfaphs that follow illustrate this correlation for two orientationst
lrherbivores 
- 
arable fand.rr and lrbovinegrt.
Techni co-economic orientat ion Classes of revenue from work oer Y.W.U.
].. OOO ua J.OOO2.000 ua
2.000
3.000 ua i:333 ""
4.000
5,OOO 
ua 5.000 ua Total
I11 General agriculture 37 45 49 60 B] 101 i 5B
130 Arab1e land-herbivores 33 4l 59 BB 102 Rq tr,4
310 Herbivores-Arable land 33 4I 5o 5l 72 83 i45
J36 Sovines 30 4L 46 53 58 7O 44
34 0 Herbivores-Granivores 44 46 5J 56 59 Aa 50
430 Granivores-Herbivores 57 52 69 BZ 82 RO AO
21O Perm.Cult.-Arable Land 23 38 37 35 4a q2 {l
221 Fruit pe'owing 37 36 39 47 40 61 4O
224 Vine growing 22 2I 2L l0 29 2A 24
112 Horticulture r8 23 31 31 31 3B 2B
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Figures available of cumul-ative frequencies of farms according to revenue
from work per Y.W.U. and aecord.ing to the number of units of prod-uctj.on
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Farms orientated towards general agriculture, whose revenue from work was
between 4,OOO and 5,OOO u.a. per Y.Iry.U. in 1969 and 1970 correspond to a
production potential per Y.W.U. 2.5 times greater than that found in farms
of the same orientation but whose revenue from work per Y.W.U. j.s less than
1,OOOu.a. The situation is similar for almost all kinds of orientation of
production (table 19). Thus "economies of sca1e" (the benefits of 1.arge-
scale production) are evident for all the types of orientation of production,
and this lead,s farmers to seek an improvement in the fortunes of their
farms through the enl-argement of their economic sLze, or even iust keeping up
the level: of theirrrevenue from work, this enlargement being achieved by
an increase of area or by the intensification of production, orr in most
cases, by a courbination of the two.
The level of revenue,from work in fargs orientated towards bovine.s
(dairy f arming, begf farming, mixed f arrning).
45. The retatlvely Low level of revenue ln those farns orientated towards bovine
product ion was the stinulus to a deeper analysis of ttE results and figufes
available for this group of fafDrs.
To this purpose tbere has been a breakdown of the 2'153 fams
under conslderation into three sub-groups, according to the r€lative
importanceofnilkandofneatastheendpfoduct'andthishasenabled
us to establish that in "19?O" those farns orientated towards beef
production have, generally speaking, obtalned a revenue ff,on work narkedly
Iower (from l2Lz to 2161 u a /Y.IY'U' according to the size of the farm)
than those farns orientated towalds |trilk productlon (fron 1525 to 2899
u,a.,/Y.w.U. according to the sj.ze of fam) '
-!-
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Comparison of revenue from work per Y,lf .U. in f,arrns orientated
towards "bovines" according to their particular orientation (dairy
beef or mixed) and their area ("1970") Figures f rom N.A.A.I. (RICA)
(index:dairy=1OO)
46. The revenue from work in farms of from 1O to 20 hectares orientated
towards bovines in "I97O" showed a one to twofold variation between fatrnll
orientated towards beef production and those orientated towards dairy
farming. The difference between the two particular orientations gets'
progressively and proportionately less with the increase in size of the
farms.
It can also be seen that beef production contains specific orienta'bions
which are very different from one another. In fact, under this general
orientation are grouped farms which breed heifers, those which produce
calves for fattening or which are devoted to the fattening of adult
cattle either in the meadow (rich pasture landJ or at the trough.
In view of the inportant changes in beef prices which have taken
place since "1970", and more particularly ln recent months, lt is certain
that the situation with regard to relative revenue from work from "dairy"
and "beef" farms will have developed since "1970" towards a restoratlon of the
balance, to the benefit of "beef " farms.














Looking at the question another way, one can establish a negative correlation
between revenue from work per Y.W.U. and the age of the person who manages
the farm (table 18) Generally speaking, the leve1 of revenue is, in fact,
higher in those farms under the control of younger managers. Thls
cofrelatlon can be explained both by the fact that one finds a higher
labour density in farms managed by older farmers, this density in the
case of family farms being influenced by the cyclical development of
generation, and by the fact that management ability is probably greater
in the case of younger managers.
In addition to factors already considered (orientation of production,
economic size, og€ of farmer), many other factors, d€riving particularly
from the specific environment of each farm, are responsible for differences
of revenue from work, factors such as natural conditions, economic
environment, etc.
Revenue from work in 1971,/1972
At the present time we are not in a position to determine from the
statistical data available from the N.A.A.I. (RICA) the revenue for the
years LgTl/Lg7Z, Recent data, deriving primarily from the rapid analyses
carried out at national level, are nevertheless available here and now.
These data tend to prove that in the member-states for which information
is available, the general level of revenue per Y.W.U. was noticeably
improved in L|TL/L972 in relation to that of the preceding year;
In Germany: the value added per Y.w.U. in ful}-time farms went up by 2L.7%
between LTTO/1L and LTTL/72 This increase resulted from an 8.6% rise in
production prices and a higher output of vegetable produce. The revenue from
work per y.W.U. increased by 42% in the course of the same period ( the
annual rate of increase of farm revenue between Lg6g/7a and L97o/7L was Lo%)'
For farms orientated towards horticulture and wine production an equivalent
development was recorded, whereas fruit farms continue to 1ag behind'
For the present year (Lg72/73), it is anticipated that in view of the
improvement of agricultural prices, fatm revenue per Y.W.U will increase
from lo to L4% in comparison with LTTL/7T, The greatest increase in revenue
will be in those farms orientated towards the production of herbivores,
taking into account the considerable rise in beef prices '
48,
49.
in the Netherlands, the revenue
in farms of general agricultural
from 13 000 to 15 000 florins in
30-
from farm work has increased. from 7 000 to B 300 florins
pattern, from 5 000 to B 500 florins in rnixel farms and
g"azing farms I
!a$!g!gg,t the revenue, baseal on farm accormts data t fron flork per Y.W.U. has raised
by 81 608 lt (+ 53/") trcn IgTofTL to L97Lh2. The higheet avelage inorease i:: revenua,
i.e. 6f,", hae been recotded in the ttsandy reg'ionrr and in the tr0anpine't, whilst the
lowest, i.e. 33/", was recorded in the rrcrassy regionrt ancl the ttlJpper .o.rdemne'r, a,reas
principally cdnxected with cattle faxming (bovines).
According to provisional forecasts carried out by Institut drEcononie Agricole belget
within the fbarnewo"k of national accountj.ng, the rev€nue of fams has increased by
abo'tr+ Zfl. fron 19?1 to 1972. Ttris inclease reauLtE fron a gaowth in the final protluctio-t
by about t{" and, fron a raise of a}out 1$ in cnaxges. Since the number of Y.i{.U. has
decreased by approxinately 7/" betrween 19?t and f9?2 the revenue per Y.W.U. would have
increased by about 33% tetween these two yea?s. As agai-nst 1970t the revenue of farms
fn t97Z has thus increased. by 54/" T9|lie large increase of agricul"tural revenue exp"essed
in current prices results, anong other things, fr@ an increase ll the life stock due to
an increase irl the nunber of aninal s and of a rise ln p"ices.
I:r trbance, the index of the rise in agricultural revenue
and 19?1 (lgtO = 100) in relation to the different types
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llhe liench data 6hotr a cLea:r tende.noy torarcls i'Ictease of revenue in the case of
aninal ?roduction, but lesa so for cultivatlon. This reBulto fuon an incteage of l.ff"
in ranket prices for cultivated prod.ucts end of 7 jy'" irr the case of anirnals (i.e.@erage
of 4.9"), but+hcse averaBe increases thenselves hide inportao:t differences. For exanple,
for nilk the increase ls If,o whereas for bovines ft Ls onl-y 6.J/o.
In Italy thc 1971 I{AAI accounting lesultB 6how en average incrsase fron work per T.W.U.
of approxinately j,4, aa against the fi$rreB for 1!10. This increase has nainly benefited
large farrne. T'he aggrsgatc forecast for 1972 Bholt thatt as a€ainst 1971r the groas
ag?icultural product has d.ecreased by 2 (. aa a result of fairLy poor production in +he
nain formg of cuLti.vation anil despite a fio lncrcase in a€ri cult ural prices. In l)f2,
the net agrisultural pr.oduct per rorking pcraon hss nevet*heless increasctl by abortt A,rflo
since the a€i"ieultu?al ldorking population has inoreasetl ly 8 /". Salaries rose by Lf %.
!0. lthe data relating to agricultural revenues in I97Lh2' a.a well as the agricultural
?evenue forecasts tor 7972/73, ahow that the g€ncra1 inprovenent in agricultural revenue
in the last two marketing years ha.s been large by comparison with 1970r the later
year being a parbicularly poor one. I*ris favourable development was accomparied,
nevortheless, by a mo"e narked. dispereion of revenues according to the eize of fa.m
and area.
Ttre analyEis of the effect of the nsasures t aken by the Counci I of the European
Connuni.ties (on the question of agricultural pricea fo" the year" l972hJ) on +he
orientation of ploaluction and the level of revenue of fams orientated towarals
'tmixed cultivation - cattle rcaring", an analysis based on prices in Spring 1972 with
the help of modela of linear p"oefanming have &1l.ow6tl us to establish that the neu
pricea are veqy likely to be rrfeltrr differently not only accord n€t to 'the structure
but also accorrli-n69 to the geographical Bituation of th€ farms und.er consideration
(tables 20 A and B). Tt shows also what a delicate matter a€Fic,ultura1 forecasiing is,
and how esBential it iE, neverbheless, to do work on the subject to ca€t light on it
anil help i.n decisiol-tttaking. {
51. Tn conclusion one oan say thet lGri orltural Tevcnue is charactcrizeil by a corsiilerable
di-sparity fron farm to farn.
The availabl.e data for the pcriod i1959r and "197O" show that those farms orielrtated
t ol.larals the production of herbivores, and, more particularlyt towardB beef production
are in a g€nera.l1y unfavourable situation, and that this situation is all the more
nree?Tioua rvhen the regj onal conditions (natural, structural and economic) are un-
suitabl e.
fn contrast farlllE orientated toward.s production fron arable land are in a narkedly
more fa.vourable situationi they are gcnerally concentratedr by preferencer in regions
of Food potential and in better st?ucturcd farms.
The inbalarceg in revenue fron work according to orientetion of proiluct ion anil size
of farm have been further increaeeal between t'1959r and n1tf2tr. Hown'elr the orice
developments in the area of bovine production in the oourse of the 1a6't two years
"1!'i2", could mo"e than b"ialge the €irap6 recorded in the 'r1959t' and
r797Or data.
IV. INCOITffiS OF FARIERS
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OTIMR THAN FROM AGRICULTTIRE
52. If it is true that incomes in the agricultural spfiere are often lower than
those in non-agricultural jobs, it is also true that a great many farm,ers
succeed in partly, indeed totally overcoming this handicap by doing ot.lrer
jobs. Some of them more than make up for the disparity of income levels.
These jobs are ,jobs on the fringe of farning, whether within the agricrrltural
sector itself (for example: senrices rendered to third parties with famr
equipurent),or, strictly speaking, outside of the agricultural sector
(for example forestry or tourism). Souretimes these outside activities
are completely divorced from the farm, and all the different sectors o:[
work can be involved here. Some data avaiLable on this subject make it
possible to make a first assessment of the importance of these sources
of revenue.
53. Certain fa:mers often derive supplementary income from services rendered
to other farmers. These sen/ices cover a very wide range of activities, for
example: the work of soil preparation and treatment, of hanresting, thr>
repair of machinery etc. Generally speaking what is involved is any kirrd
of activity which requires skilled labour, and expensive equipnent whir:h
not every fanmer can have at his own disposal without upsetting the firrancial
balance of his farm
The revenue that comes from these activities is generally includetl in
the figures for agricultural revenue at the micro-economic leveI that have
already been analysed In any case, they only have a minor quantative
ef fect on the total income of f armers.
The net value added of for€stry only represents on average some 4% of l;he
net value added deriving from purely agricultural activities. This figtrre
can, however, undoubtedly vary considerably according to the region ancl the
farm in question.
Almost 30% of the farms in the Community of Six practice forestry and 
€let
from this a source of revenue supplementary to their revenue from agric:ulture
The farms concerned have a total area of forestry land of about 8.5
rnillion hectares, that is to say almost a third of the total area of
forest. (The Commrrnity of Six).
It can be estimated that farms having their ov/n private forest-land
involve at the most 30% of the agricultural work force. Forestry work
therefore enabled them in 1968 to increase the average net value added
by a total figure no greater then lOO u.a. per Y.W.U.
54
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Part -time and subsidiary farms (1)
55. The inquiry into the structure of fatms in the Community of Six
has shown that in L966-67 about 27% of farms benefitted from revenue
provided by professional activities involving an external source of
remuneration. The farms involved are either part-tirne farms (the farmer
being occupied for less than half his time in work outside of his farm)
or subsidiary farms (the farmer being occupied for more than half his
time outside of his farm). These two categories of farrn, which do not
represent the ful1 time employment of their work-force, cover almost
L3% of land-area used for agriculture. (table 2L),
The proportion of farmers involved in work outside of the famr in the
United Kingdom in 1970 was equally high ( almost4s%).
This state of affairs is a phenomenon especially characteristic of regions
or countries that have achieved a high level of industrial development;
this general phenomenon corresponds, moreover, to various different trends,
from the farmer who waits to round off his income, to the towndweller
who wants to find a better balance in his life by devoting himself to work
in the country, to the factory worker who on his part seeks an antidote
to the slavery of the production line, while at the same time supplenenting
his income.
56 In Lg66-67 the Community of Six contained about 35O,OOO part-tirne farrns
(agricultural holdings), that is to say 6% of the total number, representing
about 53O,OOO Y.W.U. , oT, in other words, also 6% of the total.
Paft-time farns are particularly nunerous ln Gernrany (Zuerve rbgbet riebe ) ,
where they represented 8.9% of the total nunber of farns 1n 1967'
correspondlng to 7% of the agricultural land in use and to about 10% of
the labour-force
The proaluction potential pef y.w,u., chsracterized by the c"it."1on-!{.o*
N.B. (r) the terT "subsidiary farm" is here used ln the particular sense of a farm
thatisusedtosupplenentanothersourceofincorneinord€rtobringthetotal
level of incone up to the requirenent of a part-time farner or bis fanily
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on standard net productlon, ls about 15% lower in part-tlme farrs
than 1n full-time ones. Given the corlelatlon whlch exlsts between
this criterion and revenue fron lxork. one can conclude that revenu.e
from work per Y.W,U. is equally reduced in pert-tlne farns.
57. Fron the r€levant datJ for Gernany (t8ble 28) ve can see that part-time
farms can get supplementary nevenue fron activlt j-es outside of
agriculture to tbe cxtent that the fanlly incoine of the farmers con.cerned
ls about 25% hlgher thsn that of the fanilies of full-tlme farflers.
It is, hof,,€v€r, probable tbat this fact ls conpletely dlfferent
in reglons f,,he fe econonic development is not so far advanced and where,
as a r€su1t the external soutces of f,ev€nue for the farn are reduced,
But in these rFgions the numbe r of part-tlne fannB is also llnlted,
58. The data avatlable about thos€ farrns nber€ the farner car?Les on outsid€
activities, ddta relatlng to Gernsny, euggeBtt that part-tine fanrs
aone principally fton the group of full-tlme fams, whilat they thenselves
tend to develop tosarrds beconlng aubsior.ary f,arDE. As those who run
subsidlary fafns are, as a general rule falrly old, and as three quarters
of then have no succeaaor, these f arms very often dlseppear wlth tbe
passing of a g€neratlon.
Part tlne and subaldlary fsntrs ther€fore, for the bo6t part' do not
repreEent a stabl€ type of farn' but a stage ln th€ evolutlon of fsnns '
59. In 1966-196?, subsldtary farns repr€sented 2L-4% of the total nunber of
fams tn the connunity of, Six, and togeth€r covered 8.1% of the agricultu"al
land used. Thelr averege anea was 3.6 hectar€s, whereas tbat of part tine fatus vas
?.8 hectar€s, and that of full-time farns 11.6 hectares
For.that same year, about a quarter of the farms in Gerroraryr in Belgiurn
and in Italy nrere subsidiary farms. According to the national defin.itions






The production potentiat (net standard production per Y.W.U. ) is also
about LS% lower in subsidiary farms than in full-time farrns. From this
one can conclude that the revenue from agricultural work per Y.W.U. is
equally reduced.
But the farrners I n question get an important part of their revenue
from non-agricultural activities. on this point there only exists data
f or Germany; these show that in subsidiary f arrns (Nebenerrrerbsbetriebe)
family incomes are higher than in the case of full-time farms. There are
no statlstics available which would allow one to detemine whether this
situation is the same or different for the other countries of the community'
The tran=ler of revenue.
rn alt the member states, those working in agriculture are involved,
.;ust like other citizens, in systems of transfer of revenue under the
terms of existing policies. Thus, in I97L, the original member states
devoted about 3,OOO million u.a. to agriculture by way of structural
policy and other specific measures. These transfers certainly cannot
be considered as a dirgct aid to agricultural revenue ' A large part of
these sums represents aids to investrnents and thus is more concerned
with the build up of capital than with what we strictly speaking call
revenue. They have, nevertheless, made it possihle for farmers to avoid
having to pay out so large a proportion of their own revenue to carry
out those investments essential to the growth of their farms'
During the same year in the community of six the transfer of social
securityreachedthesumof2,3oomillionu.a.Thesetransfersa]"so
concern not only those people working in agriculture, but the entire
population, (including the young and the retired)'
rn addition, the urajority of farms in the community benefit from a special
fiscal system that is relatively favourable to theur, with the exception
of farms in Denmark, the Netherlands, England and Ireland '
Farms also generarly have available a substantial- amo;'tnt of capital'
the interest from which is added to the revenue from work'
(Example: table 05 A)
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63. In concLuslon, one can consider the sources of revenue other than
from agriculture to be of great lnportance for a nunb€ r of farners.
Fron this chapter it is clear that an evaruation of the soclo-econonic
situation should go far beyond a simple analysis of revenue fron aigrlculturar
activity' This should be a stimulus to the deveropnent of further sources
of lnfornatlon aDd research on this subject.
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CONCLUS ION
64. Despite the deficiencies of the preaent lnfornatlon' this study will
' have cast light on certain essential aspects of agricultural" revenue
in the ehlarged Corununity. One can sun up the facts that have been
established as follows:
a) The general level of revenue fron agricultural activlty is relatlvely los;
b) the 1eve1 of agrlcultural r€venue ia very dtfferent according to countryt
to r€glon, and to the lndlvidual farm;
c) the regions of low agricultural revenue are situated principally in the
llediterranean area and in certain Atlantic reglons of the enlarged
comnunity, The regions of hlgh revenue ane prlncipally to be found in
the north and north-east of the continental land rnass and in Great
Britain;
d) although f ams wlth satlsfactory revenue and those with low revenue can
befoundthroughouttheconnunjty,theproportionofthesefatmsnever-
theless varles accordlng to country' reglon' and orientation of production;
e) for each orientation of productlon, even for those whose established
average revenue i9 low, there exist speciaL conbinatlons of factors which
make possible the attalnment of satisfactory levelB of revenue, provided
that there i3 sensible nanagement and nodern techniques are used'
f) the proportion of farms slth a satisfactory level of revenue is greater
anong those which are orlentated ton'ards general agriculture
and towards hortlculture than among thdse who are orientated towards the
productionof''herbivores''.Farnsorientatedtowardstheproductionofgranivor€s
and towards "pernanent cultlvation" occupy an internediate position' and
their r€venue is liable to lnportant annual fluctuationst
h)
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g) These differences derive, among other things, from the fact that
"arable land farming" is generally concentrated in regions with good
agricultural potential and suitable strrrcture, whereas the production
of "herbivores" is practised particularly in farms of unsuitable
structure and often in diff,.:tcult regions. "Herbivores" are an
indispensible orientation of production in such structures, in order to
eompensate f or the bad land-man-ratio between A. L. U, and Y.W.U,
through an intensification of land use. In difficult regions they very
often represent the only way of getting value from the crop and grass
product ion,
The recent priee developments (1972), notable in the fleld of beef
production, are no doubt intended, because of the importance of this
kind of production, the number of farmers it involves, and the fact
that it had been up till then in a position of disadvantage in relation
to most other kinds, to put right some of the imbalances existing within
agriculture.
The causes of the established differences of revenue are many, and
derive from factors outside of agricultur proper; factors which often
determine the production potential (particularly the structuring of
farrns) and very often even the orientations of production; these
differences also derive from prices and particularly from terms of
exchange; finally, they come from internal factors, particularly the
management ability of the farrner.
"Economics of scale" are evident for all orientations of production. The
revenue from work is, however, more or less affected by economics of scale
according to the intensity of production corresponding to each orientation.
part-time or subsidiary farming is an important phenomenon in the
enlarged community. More than a quarter of the farmers in the
six original member-states are involved in it and derive from it a
significant, if not easily quantifiable part of their earned income.
Although part time farms are part of an evolutionary process, the
phenomenon of part-time farming is a permanent one, It is particularl,y
important in certain regions characterized by a high level of industlialization,





1) Farmers are effected by measures for the transfer of revenue in the
same way as other citizens, The eontributions that they receive from
the common authority in the forrn of aids to investment, social benefits,
make it possible for the working agricultural population to avoid devoting
an even more signigicant part of their revenue from their work to the
formation of capital, or to helping the old and the young.
m) In addition, farmers benefit from a generally advantageous fiscal policy
n) Farmers also benefit from a not jnsignificant income from private capital.
o) Thus, d€spite having a revenue from agricultural work markedly lower
than that obtained in other sectors, farmers come equally well out of
a comparison with other groups in Society as far as both their level
of income and farnily consurnption are concerned.
p) To appreeiate the real value of the level of income of farmers'families,
it would nevertheless still be necessary to consider certain not easily
quantifiable factors which determine the quality of l"ife (advantages
and inconveniences) of l\te in the country'
q) The community data used for the preparation of this report, and particularly
the micro-economic data, do not cover a sufficient number of years to
make possible an assessment of the long-term evolution of agricultural
revenue One can revertheless say that in general, taken as a whole,
agricultural revenue has noticeably improved in the course of the several
years under consideration, but not by enough to cause a noticeable reduction
in the gap between it and revenue in the sectors outside of agriculture.
r) The last available data for "1971" and certain indications relating to
,,Lg7z" would suggest that in the course of the last two years agricultural
revenue in gene rar, and that of farms orientated towards "bovines" in
particular, have to a certain extent closed the gap.








I) Fiqal- product: the value of the total of the produce sold, that
used for personal consumption and that transformed by processing,
and also changes of stock, valued at a fixed initial price.
2) Gross dourestic product (G.D.P): the gross domestic product at
market price, which represents the final result of the productive
activity of the production units of a country, corresponding to
the total production of the economy in goods and services, less
the total intermediate consumption, but with import duties added.
3) Gross value added (G.V.A.) at market-price: Final production less
intermediate consumpt 1on.
Net value added (N.V.A.) at factor cost: Gross value added at
market price increased by subsidies and with deductions made for
indirect taxation and depriciation.
Net value added (N.V.A,) in real terms: The net value added corrected
to take account of general price changes ( deflated according to the
price index of the G.D.P.)
6) Cgmmon prices in real.lerms: Common prices deflated according
to the price index of the gross home product.
Ierms_ of eTchange: The price of agricultural production in
relation to the prices of the means of production.
8) fgricullural worher; This term incl.udes fanily and non-fanily
labour, in other words independent persons, hel.pers from within the
family, and paid employees.
9) Year and Work Unit (Y.W.U.): This corresponds to the work of one
persen working for a farm for at least 28O days or 2r38O hours per
year. Persons working less than 28O days (or 2r38O hours) per
year are expressed in Y.W.U. by dividing the actual tiure worked
by 28O or 2,380 as is appropriate.
N,B.: The Year Work Unit corresponds to the Y,W.U. used in the





10) Unit of Production (U.n;: one unit of productlon corresponds to the
gtandardized gross product of a hectare of corn.
1f ) fntermediate Consuurption: The total of goods and commerciaL
senrices used ih the period under consideration in order to produce
the goods and services which constitute the final agricultural
product ion.
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12) Standardized Gross Production: The number of hectares and
the number of head of cattle of a farm multiplied by the
coefficients that have been determined on the basis of output
and average prices within the Community.
13) Standardized Net Production: The number of hectares and the
number of head of cattle of a famr multiplied by the output
and average prices within the Community less the most important
average variable costs within the Comminity.
14) Subsidiary Farming: Fanns where the farmer is occupied in work
not related to his faru production for more than half his time.
15) Part-time farmers: Farms where the farmer is occupied in work
not related to his farm produetion for half his time or less.
16) Revenue from work: Revenue that can be put down to the work
factor of production after aLlocation of a fixed sum to the
other factors of production (land: rental value; capital invol,ved:
5% interest).
L7) Technico-economic orientation: The establishment of the
standardized gross production of a farm according to its various
different speculations referred to frequently in the text by
the term "ori.entation of production".
18) Gross margin: The value of production less variable costs.
19) Variation coefficient: The relationship between the standard
deviation and the arithmetical average of a series of data,
2C^) Regression coefficient: This corresponds to coefficient (a) in
the linear function f= ax+ b ( straight line slope)
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ReLationship between net value added (net revenue from farrning) (")
and the trevenue from work (y) for d.ifferent orientations of proiluction
in the Comunity of Six
Financial .vear trlg?Ott (1)
Calculatione of correLations based- on the lienar eguation X = aJc + b carried-
out on the basis of averages for groups of farms
Source : Network of analysabl-e agricultural inforuation (N.A.A.I. = RICA)
Tecnico-econonic
orientation
Value of the coefficient (")
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A. llonthl-y income avaiLa.ble per famj.Lv
JJI-""t1"glJ.
( rgsg )
Sor:ree : Z,usp-rnnensetzunq uncl- Verteil'rrn{' der Einkommen orirrater Haushalte 1.969
Er c'ehnisse der Einkonnens- rrnd. Verbrachsstichorobe f959 
- 
Wirtschaft
r:nrl Statistik 12h2, sta+istisehes Bunrlesamt nfiesbaden.
B. ^0nnual consunption per person in agrloultural anal

















Pens ionsOther sources of income
Gross income of family
Tax on i.ncome eapital +
social charges
Net income of family
Other earni.:egs















































Consumption other than food.
per person ?.'l\2 4.303 4.11] 53
Total consumption per person A.g]4 6.7 42 6.588 73
l{umber of persons per fani}y 3'9] 2 
'95 3,04 13]
Nunber of fanilies in thousand.s r.501 ta.548 16.O51 g
Sorrree : fron ITINSEE'| 1969 inguiry on condltione of f,aniLy L1fa.
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'l'abre 06
GIoqF {qqestic product (G.D
per worker outElde of agricrrl,trrre at regioqal levll
a) oERl{a$r (1964/65 and r9?0)








GrDoPr per worker i.n
agrieultt re aa t 1[
of ,SrDrP. pcr worker
orrtsid.c of agriculturr
t9(,4/65 | rgro












































Groes farm revenue ( I er fa,mily wor tn oulture and.

























































































































ALl Frencc 9 r89 i t5r17 ot 90
Standard. d.cviation t, 4t42 7 r9L
Coefficient of varietion t 4At7 52rL9
Sonrce : Horking poprdation oenEus L962 and 1.968.
Dlrcct regi.onal revenua rtsegi.onaL figures for families,
Gross farm revcsruG t rfFrcneh agricultrrral stotigtiogrr
1 ) Groeg farm revanuG s productlon 
- 
T€a,L oharg3sr
2) Dlrcot revsnue s total, rev€nue of fanllics.






GroFs dogestilprod.uct (G.D.P') per person workinA iq aFri-a-lrlture and G.D.P.
per person working outsid.e of agriculture at rcpfional l-cvel
'l#
") ITATY (rg63 and r9?o)
Sources ; 
- 
Conti economici territoriali ISTAT
- 




tural wofker(x 1000 I.L.)
G.DoP. pcr a6ricultural
worker as , % of G.D.P.
per worker outsid.e of
agficulture
1963 1 970 1 963 1 970
Piemonte



































































































A1]. TTALY 706 1.414 45 48
Standard deviation 159 474
Coefficient 9f variation 23 g6 13,48
Table @


























































*.f!!ygfry-anC pemanrnt i 320
..cunlvatl0nlkrbivores ani grativorrs | 340













Sran: io+.al 3.452.207 1.133.sr$t
c6rrrt;t p : .liructural inquiry | 3l*/'r?
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[qmber of farme classified. accord.ine to tehnico-eco:romia

















































































in farms olassified. accord.inTable l0 
- 
Labour densit





IY. i",'.tJ. r'1 "1 ha
'11'J)Fargs crisatatcC toyar;s tha
fol loyinq pruJuct ion
*t rsrk
loie <5ha













































































*illi and carjrlnes (sheep and















































Srt-total 4r,4 22''5 14t5 8'4 4'4 15 ro
Arabla lrod. and prrEancnt
cult fvat i on
Arable lilJ anl hr"rt'lvores























Dereanent cultivation and arable
Iand


























Herbivores anC lrable land
{tf},yor€s en C Bsrraanent cul t I va.
















































iiverFif isd.(ui thout part icular
orientat ion ) ,50 23,1 1519 12,l 5r7 o'J 5'l
Sut' Total
4414 2614 t 5,5 912 417 15A
0ranC fotal M19 24'6 15tT 8'8 4rj 1512




1.1 thc follorlng other tcobrioo-coonorio orlentatloas ar,€ to be f,ountl rnder
''/ th€ bcadlrrg tot s!so: oeneraL agrtault8c 
- 
hor.tlcultu:ec 1 Lnable lancl -gfsrtnorcs, Ollv! g$oxtngl $lnil pcruancat oultlvBtlont Fsroancnt oultiveFtlsl 
- 




aratrl€ land t Gfaal\r"Or6B - Irel@|rent euttl-
vatlong Gthcrr
!9gtggt$.0J.C. - gtrnctrral raquiqr L966 - 1967
Ehg i,snortaqce of ,tFe prinqlrlal or{enta,tlo,ns of, prod,uction aocorcll4€
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54.681 .3 1 0
-61 -
IeeIS
BrcaH.orn of farns thql,arc jthc fg!trJcrtq Erlnelp$I eourcc pf rcvapuc G)
irr +'l*e cnlarted 
€omuri+v
""***r ru il* *rno*, *t?',*"rr* o, o*uo*r*Eetlnate n19?On
-
( t ) Ilhc tcru uscd" ia th€ ortglnal rrttrlc eqrloltati.on I tltrc princ*paln rcfcrs
to ferns rbleh prorrlela the princiBal seursG of ca,rncd. incenc of thc farner.
It ts eonsidr""a tn*t any farn that occrple-a thc pcrson ruiurtng,lhe. farn for
a# 1c""t th of hi.s workitg tiuc Ls a fa.rnrl^tttrc princlparn. (Particularry











































































































flotal for the 79 2 347 101 0 529
TotoL for thc
cnlargcd ComunitY 948




Bqc*Lqwn o,f ferms tElt 
,a,f,g ,$hc fafrpcqfg ,ertnstnel .sowoG g{
(ugttnate 19?O)
-
-J-- -- - -i--
(a) no d.ata arraiLabLc for f,arms tn lreLand. of Leeg than ! heatarcg A'L.U.
( ocrg;




5o-rool 1oo-aoofha I r,"i
I
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Eotal for thc $fu 942 Bzt Blo 5lo i rfr
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total for thc ithrcs. (o.tl
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Revenue from work per YIIU by class of YIIIU accord.ing to
technico-econ.omi,c ori.entation in the COI{l\[tiNTfY 0F S]X(n19g9n and. rrlqJgrr)
sourc.e : Network of accountable a€rioul-tural information




















Arab-l e l-and. 
- 
Perm. cuJ.t .
































































NEITEHIIE FROM IilOAK PEB T.W.U. I3T TIIE SIEFERNTT CI,A.SSES OF TECH}I-ICO-ECONOI/IIC
I I I I l 
-- 
-
ORIEtrIAT.IOS ACC0HDf$G 10 A-LiU. PEts FARM III lgE CCDI[fiffiIlY 0F SIX































Source g Netlrork of accowrtable agrieul,tural inforuation
"1959" t"1970tt1969"ttt1970".'1969" 1 "197o"',1969"t"1970,'
123 I ree | 11'
98 | 164 | 115
121 I rrg I ttB
119 | 113 I 116

































REVEf,Uts Ftr[ }IO8T PER X.If.Er [T IEE DISFENETT GIII'8ES ff 
'MEMEO-8fr(IIC ORIE[I[A,lrgrACCORDItrC fi} lEE t'(E gF fiTE gENgtr RErrITq 'firE tr!fi Ir llEE CdTEfIf,r OF SIX
("1969o ."a rl9lor)
(averagp -lp€r clasEe ef teohnieo-€conenie orl.entstion = 100)
\ Clags ofC1as.s \ A.t.U.of teoh-Fi+d#E++eni- 
-
3545 45-55 ,5-55






He rbi vore s-{ranivore s
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oF MODffi EAmvls (t)
- 
Herbivoresn)
A. Revenne tp,n work qeq Il'{U
(prtces J.n force in Sprine LT|Z)(*)
ue/nru
Physioal size of faru
Areas where nocLe1 fa-r:ng atre futroeluoed-






























































8.699 r?_.973 1O.57O 11.557
(*) nevenue 1566 work pee YttU ia braokets oorresponil to tbo inrestlgat{one ca.rd.eil
' out ln the autrra of !!12, taldag lrlto acoormt the riee du the comon parioea
&eaitled by the Couacll for tr/13. (The prlces of, boef beetlS those of Be1*eober
tYTz (+ r/,). rurther aascrptious :
- 




enolu+loa of pri.ces of faotor* of pmtluetioor - + 5 fr.(f) Uoaefs baeeil oa tbe lnsear prograeirA, na,rinizing th€ fieotiog of rgltsauo f1'oo
work anA teklng into acaouat rastrlctioas portioala.rly !-n ths natter of roek-
tLne rstlpulate<l iu the Oonncil <lireotive ne 72/I59/W concefiling the noclel{ltae,-
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Table 2L
Brealdown of farns and of A.L.Ur.,accqrd.ins,to the profcsiionql ,agtivltv of the
eerson rTr:gin{ the 






























































































































































































is occupied. outsid.e the f
| , I totatI'- 1r- Ifor half or 
, 
=for more thtt+ r + rr + rrrless than half half hls
his work tine I work tine
II I III
(t) ercluding farms nhere the farmsr is not the boss ctf the farm.
exclud.iJrg produccrs without land'.





tcnel and evolution of rencnue fron rork pcr I.H.U.




* Ancra6; for 1967 





Rcvpnuc fron work pcr Y.lf.U.
Root crops cercals hcrbi.vorce All orirmtat ions
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I,EVEI A]rD DETEIOEIEXT OF AHMilUE FRCII HONK PER T.I{.U. Itr lfE ACNICUIIT]RAL NEGIOilS OF
BEIGISI{ FOR IEE UATIOAA,I STI TSTICAL REfitItTS FOR BEI,GIIIU
0get/6s - tese/Tr-)
(f) In 1963 Ar.ilennes and Eigb Ard.enne rcr€ eonriclered ag a ringlc region
(Z) fo d.ate evailablc fsr 1963 
- 
arithnetic avcrage of 1964 aatl L965
(") 
- region preiloninantly orienteted. tone^nclg iprud.uotion fron a,rable Landn
(t) 
= region pred.oninantly ortentated. tors"rds nprud.nctlon fir,m grassland (herbivorea)rr
(o) 
= region predonlnantly orlenteteit torards "pig a^lrd pouLtry famlng"



























































































terrc1 an$ evolut{on pf r-evenuc from w,o:}k per Y.W.UI, ?qeolclinfi.to tec.bnico-




ltloordcli jk ?ecklcl grbicd
- 
VccnkoloniEn + Nrd.. za^rdgobicd
- 














Ooet. + Centr. + Zuid.o z4nd'gcbicd'
- 













































































































































































































(rutrWORES HERBIV0EES (aanmerk. vered.
- 




a r value in florins


















ARABTE I'AI{D ( orrcrtr. tl
- 
Nrd. + Oost. + Centr. zand'gebied i a Iib 
I
- 





direct ownershiP and renttng
- 
occq)ation of the farnsnana€Pr (toes)
- 












Farm rrn by a person who
for half or 1
than half his
!ine




























































































































































































Source : SOEC rErquiry into thc stnrcture of farnstr
is occrgried outsiil.e of the farn
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Source olincome-gf fayners- (1) and dhbir
families jg German:r (19?9)
(in c.u. )
Farls
Income ftrlL-t ime parb-t ime subeidi.trflir
Net agricultural lncome of
farmer
Tncome of farmer from outsid.e
of a6ricuLture
Total income of farmer
Income of members of the
-farmcrrg fa.nily from outeide
agricuLture
Total farnily income










1 5.700 20.600 1 8. too
Source : Agrarbericht 79TL, 
-
(t) Farme of l-ess than 15 ha A.L.U.
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The figureo in braekets d.o not take
of rougfu graalng in 1965 (615?8100o





119 (rer) x I57 (aro) x 131,9 r'1-J0r4) !r
into aooount









Net value aclclert at faetor cost per agricultural worker




























(1)nrs]ru"rgp rate as fol-Lws /'1 = 2.4 U.A. and
1 Danish crown = O.133 U.A.
/rr\tz)The Danish statlstios only give gross value addecL; so as to have a' level
of yalue for net value ad.d.ed.' it has been accepted that the net rralue




Breakdown of full-time farme accord.ing to technico-economic
orientation in DE'I$I,IARK

























































































Estimate based. on a sanple.
Part-time farms occupy about Vo of the land. &rs&e
-87-
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Cultivation of arEbLe land(0eneral agriculture)
Dair:f farming
(Sovines )




































F.B. Itre produetion potential ls estinated. on the basie of standaxd workdays
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RE\rEIIIIE trROM WoRI( PER Y.If.U. IN TI{E DTtrEEffEHf CUISSES OF IECHI{ICO-





Arable land without stock falrling
( General agriculttrre )
Arable lancl with cattle ancl pigs(Herbivoree and, ara,ble land.)
































REIIENIIE FROM WONK PER HOTIR IIf IHE DIFFENEI{T CI,ASSES OF
A. t.U. IN DENMANK
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Revenue from work per Y.W.U. aecord.ing to technico-eeonomir:
orientation in IfiELAIiID
L968/69




























lby olass of A.L.U.





















































Nrmber of units of production per Y.W.U.











































accord.ing to the age of the farm boss
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alL farms orientated.dairy prod.uce.
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